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Abstract:
At the state level, the power to pardon or commute a criminal sentence — that is, to grant clemency — is vested in
either the Governor, an executive clemency board, or some combination thereof. Until very recently, clemency grants
were a consistent feature of our criminal justice system. In the last four decades, though, state clemency grants have
declined significantly; in some states, clemency seems to have disappeared altogether. In this Article, I contend that
executive clemency should be revived at the state level in response to ongoing systemic criminal justice failings. Part I of
this Article describes clemency at the state level today. Despite judicial and scholarly support for the role of clemency in
our criminal justice system, state clemency practice fails to live up to its theoretical justifications. Part II of this Article
makes the case for a policy of vigorous clemency on both theoretical and practical grounds. Not only was clemency
designed, at least in part, to serve an error-‐correcting function, but also, today, there are several reasons why state
executive actors may be able to use their clemency power robustly without suffering politically. In Part III, I address
questions of implementation. If state executive actors are to pursue commutations of sentences or pardons, which
inmates should be the subject of such pursuits? How can those executive actors best be insulated from political
pressure? In sum, this Article argues that revitalizing state clemency is a valuable and viable component of broader
criminal justice reform.

III. QUESTIONS OF IMPLEMENTATION

Having made the theoretical and practical case for clemency today, in this Part of the Article I address questions of
implementation, specifically: 1) who should make clemency decisions? and 2) who should benefit from clemency grants?

A. Who Should Make Clemency Decisions?
Who—or what body of people—should render clemency decisions? As noted at the outset of this Article, states vary in
their clemency protocols: in fifteen states the Governor has the sole decision-‐making authority; in eight states the
Governor must have the recommendation of a board or panel; in ten states, the Governor may receive a non-‐binding
recommendation from a board; and in five states a board alone makes clemency decisions.173 Alexander Hamilton
advised that a sole executive was best suited to make clemency decisions on the theory that “a single man of prudence
and good sense is better fitted, in delicate conjunctures, to balance the motives which may plead for and against the
remission of the punishment, than any numerous body whatever.”174 And yet there is broad academic support for the
model of an administrative clemency board.175 Professor Heise’s empirical work demonstrated that “the manner in
which states structure clemency decision-‐making authority matters.”176 Specifically, boards are more likely to generate
favorable clemency decisions.177
173. Clemency, supra note 43.
174. THE FEDERALIST NO. 74 (Alexander Hamilton).
175. Heise, supra note 9, at 301; see also MARGARET COLGATE LOVE, EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF RELIEF FROM THE COLLATERAL
CONSEQUENCES OF A CRIMINAL CONVICTION: A STATE-‐BY-‐STATE RESOURCE GUIDE 5–6 (2005), available at
http://www.sentencingproject.org/doc/File/Collateral%20Consequences/execsumm.pdf (noting that states that have issued most
pardons have a board protected from political process); Daniel T. Kobil, How to Grant Clemency in Unforgiving Times, 31 CAP. U. L.
REV. 219, 228–32 (despite flaws, clemency boards still more desirable alternative); Daniel T. Kobil, The Quality of Mercy Strained:
Wresting the Pardoning Power from the King, 69 TEX. L. REV. 569, 622–36 (describing the value of a clemency commission in its ideal
form).
176. Heise, supra note 9, at 301.
177. Id.; see also Elizabeth Rapaport, The Georgia Immigration Pardons: A Case Study in Mass
Clemency, 13 FED. SENT’G REP. 184 (2001) (describing a historical example of a clemency board in
action).



This should not be surprising given the degree to which politicians perceive clemency grants as politically risky— even if
that perception is exaggerated. Boards can provide some protection from that political risk. Yet, boards in their own
right are not a perfect solution. If they are too large, the sense of responsibility experienced by any single board member
may be too diffuse, and decisions may be made with less than full care and attention.178 Moreover, boards require
procedural safeguards in order to function effectively.179 Colorado offers a good case in point. In 2006, Colorado enacted
a statute that precluded life-‐without-‐parole sentences for juvenile offenders, but the law did not apply retroactively.180

As a result, forty-‐eight juvenile offenders in Colorado were left serving life without-‐parole sentences.181 In 2007 Colorado
Governor Bill Ritter formed the state’s Juvenile Clemency Board by executive order.182 The Board was tasked with
reviewing clemency and commutation requests by juvenile inmates who were tried as adults and sentenced to state
prison.183 The Juvenile Clemency Board would have been the optimal vehicle for consideration of those forty-‐eight life-‐
without parole cases, and yet more than three years later, that Board has considered twelve juvenile life-‐without-‐parole
cases and it has granted to clemency to none of them.184

This inefficacy can be attributed to several factors: the law enforcement-‐ heavy composition of the Board, the total lack
of transparency in the Board’s process and decision-‐making, and the fact that, at the end of the day, the Governor
retains the sole authority to render clemency decisions.185 Because the Juvenile Clemency Board has proven so
ineffective at addressing the juvenile life without-‐parole issues, state lawmakers plan to ask the current Governor John
Hickenlooper to assess whether the Juvenile Clemency Board is meeting its mandate.186 In any event, the Colorado
Juvenile Clemency Board demonstrates that a board is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to an effective and fair
clemency system.

Rather, certain procedural safeguards are needed.187 First, the composition of the Board should be representative of the
public rather than heavily favoring the perspective of the law-‐enforcement community. Voices from the law
enforcement community are important, but they should be tempered by the voices of, for example, those who advocate
for holistic criminal justice reform and effective re-‐entry. Second, the Board should reflect diversity in race, ethnicity and
gender.188 Third, the Board should be operating under clear and specific guidelines as to clemency decisions, and those
guidelines should be made transparent, especially to inmates applying for clemency. The criteria may need to vary by
jurisdiction, but some common features should be: the extent to which there is doubt about the actual innocence of the
applicant; the extent to which the inmate is serving a sentence disproportionate to what co-‐defendants or similarly
situated defendants are serving; the extent to which an applicant has rehabilitated himself; the extent to which the
inmate has been a resource to others within the prison system; the extent to which the inmate is suffering from mental
or physical health problems that make the current sentence excessive; and the extent to which the inmate was deprived
of his right to the effective assistance of counsel.189 Scholars have recognized that clemency boards are not perfect, but I
join the camp of those who think such boards are the best hope for robust clemency at the state level.
178. See generally Adam Gershowitz, The Diffusion of Responsibility in Capital Clemency, 17 J.L. & POL. 669 (2001).
179. Victoria J. Palacios, Faith in Fantasy: The Supreme Court Reliance on Commutation to Ensure Justice in Death Penalty Cases, 49
VAND. L. REV. 311, 370–71 (1996) (describing a citizen selection board).
180. Juan Espinosa, Juvenile “Lifers” Afraid to Hope, PUEBLO CHIEFTAIN (Colorado), Apr. 3, 2011,
http://www.chieftain.com/news/local/juvenile-‐lifers-‐afraid-‐to-‐hope/article_20718c28-‐5dac-‐11e0-‐a031-‐001cc4c03286.html.
181. Id.
182. John C. Ensslin, Board to Review Cases of Teens Sent to Prison, ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEWS, Aug.30, 2007,
http://m.rockymountainnews.com/news/2007/Aug/30/board-‐to-‐review-‐cases-‐of-‐teens-‐sent-‐toprison.
183. Id.
184. Espinosa, supra note 180.
185. Gene Davis, Frustration Over Juvenile Clemency Board, DENVER DAILY NEWS (July 30, 2009),
http://www.statebillnews.com/2009/07/frustration-‐over-‐juvenile-‐clemency-‐board/ ; Ensslin, supra note 182.
186. Patrick Malone, Bill to Adjust Juvenile Life Term Dies, PUEBLO CHIEFTAIN (Apr. 7, 2011),
http://www.chieftain.com/news/local/bill-‐to-‐adjust-‐juvenile-‐life-‐terms-‐dies/article_84fa7a90-‐60d3-‐11e0-‐87af-‐001cc4c002e0.html.
187. See, e.g., Stephen E. Silverman, There is Nothing Certain Like Death in Texas: States Executive Clemency Boards Turn a Deaf Ear
to Death Row Inmates’ Last Appeals, 37 ARIZ. L. REV. 375, 395–97 (suggesting several procedural safeguards); see also Alyson
Dinsmore, Comment: Clemency in Capital Cases: The Need to Ensure Meaningful Review, 49 UCLA L. REV. 1825, 1853–57 (2002)
(discussing additional safeguards and their introduction through statute).
188. Palacios, supra note 179, at 371.
189. See Cathleen Burnett, The Failed Failsafe: The Politics of Executive Clemency, 8 TEX. J. C.L. & C.R. 191, 192 (2003) (listing reasons
for granting clemency); Ridolfi & Gordon, supra note 1, at 3.



B. Who Should Benefit from Clemency?
As to the question of who should benefit from clemency grants, the short answer is: it depends on the jurisdiction. In
this Article I have conceived of clemency primarily in its error-‐correcting capacity. Accordingly, clemency should be
deployed to correct errors that are specific to a given jurisdiction.

For example, as I discussed in Part I of this Article, Florida houses the majority of inmates who were juvenile non-‐
homicide offenders and who are now serving life-‐without-‐parole sentences.190 Those sentences are now
unconstitutional, and yet the legislature has not been able to pass a law that would provide an alternative sentence to
these inmates. Nor is a life sentence, with parole, available under state law.191 This is the kind of glaring error that
clemency can readily address. The Board (on which the Governor sits in Florida) need not simply release these inmates.
Instead it could look to other jurisdictions that have legislation regarding the sentencing of juveniles and commute the
sentences to a term of years after which the juvenile offender becomes parole-‐eligible. Unless and until the inmate is
equipped for parole, it need not be granted, but the option should be available. If presented well to the public, this act
would not be political suicide. Rather, it can be framed (accurately) as an executive agency bringing the state into
compliance with a Supreme Court mandate.

In California, a different type of error-‐correction may be warranted. California’s death row houses more than 700
inmates—making it by far the largest death row in the nation and almost twice the size of the next biggest death row, in
Florida.192 At the same time, though, California has only executed thirteen inmates since the Supreme Court’s
reauthorization of the death penalty.193 Housing someone on death row, as opposed to housing them in a maximum
security prison for a non-‐capital crime, is incredibly expensive—to say nothing of the costs of legal representation in a
capital case as opposed to a non-‐capital case.194 A recent California study estimates that it costs an additional $90,000
per year to house an inmate on death row instead of in a maximum security facility where an inmate serving life-‐
without-‐parole would typically be housed. Given the size of California’s death row, the study estimates that commuting
California’s death row population to life-‐without-‐parole sentences would save the state $170 million annually.195

Pennsylvania is in a similar position. With 219 inmates on death row, the state has the fourth largest death row in the
nation.196 Yet it has only executed three people since 1976.197 In jurisdictions like California and Pennsylvania
maintaining large death rows may no longer be feasible—or justifiable to taxpayers. By commuting these sentences
to life-‐without-‐parole, state actors can remedy the error of excessive sentences while freeing up millions of tax dollars.

While some problems are nationwide—like access to counsel and overreliance on incarceration—manifestations of
these problems will vary from state to state. In other states, classes of offenders may not immediately come to mind,
but instead, clemency should be pursued on several fronts: for those who may have been the victim of racial
discrimination in sentencing; for those who have demonstrated significant rehabilitation; for those who suffered
tremendous abuse that may explain, if not excuse, their actions; and for those who are elderly and in poor health. When
executive actors exercise their clemency authority, they should take these regional differences and priorities into
account.
190. Graham v. Florida, 130 S. Ct. 2011, 2023 (2010) (citing P. ANNINO, D. RASMUSSEN & C. RICE, JUVENILE LIFE WITHOUT PAROLE
FOR NON-‐HOMICIDE OFFENSES: FLORIDA COMPARED TO NATION (2009), available at
http://www.law.fsu.edu/faculty/profiles/annino/Report_juvenile_lwop_092009.pdf).The report estimated that there were 109
juvenile non-‐homicide offenders serving a life-‐without-‐parole sentence nationwide, seventy-‐seven of whom were in Florida.
191. See supra note 51 and accompanying text.
192. Death Row Inmates by State, DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR.,
http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/death-‐row-‐inmates-‐state-‐and-‐size-‐death-‐row-‐year (last visited Feb. 24, 2012).
193. Searchable Execution Database, DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR.,
http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/viewsexecutions?exec_name_1=&sex=All&state%5B%5D=CA&sex_1=All&federal=All&foreigner=
All&juvenile=All&volunteer=All (last visited Feb. 8, 2012).
194. Charles Riley, One California Budget Fix: Abolish Death Row, CNN MONEY (June 20, 2011),
http://money.cnn.com/2011/06/20/news/economy/california_death_penalty/index.htm.
195. DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR., California Cost Study 2011,
http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/california-‐cost-‐study-‐2011 (last visited Feb. 8, 2012).
196. DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR., FACTS ABOUT THE DEATH PENALTY (2012),
http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/documents/FactSheet.pdf.
197. Id.



C. Public Education
Finally, a word about public education is in order. For a revitalized clemency model to be viable, the public needs to be
aware of both the fiscal and social costs of current corrections policies. To some extent, this public education process is
already underway. As I discussed in Part II of this Article, the recession has forced some changes in criminal justice
policy. In addition, the Plata decision has been covered widely by national newspapers, drawing attention to our nation’s
mass incarceration epidemic. Yet, the promising bipartisan support for significant criminal justice reform has not
received the media attention that it deserves.

Advocates of criminal justice reform, including clemency reform, should pursue a localized education plan that responds
to pressing voter concerns. For example, the California state budget crisis is due to many factors, but it is related to the
state’s last three decades of criminalization and prison expansion.198 California Governor Jerry Brown’s proposed 2012-‐
2013 budget allocated roughly the same amount of funding for higher education as it did for corrections.199 While
California voters are indeed vocally angry about the state’s slashing of public education funds, 200 voters may not know
that only one decade ago, California allocated more than twice as much funding to higher education as it did to adult
and youth corrections.201 Sentencing reformers need to make explicit the link between prison expansion and education
cuts. Only when the public is well-‐educated about the costs of current corrections policies will citizens fully understand
the benefits, and admittedly, the risks,202 of reviving state clemency.
198. California is in the midst of implementing a plan to reduce its prison population. Richard Winton & Andrew Blankstein, California
Jails Receiving More State Prisoners Than Expected, L.A. TIMES, Nov. 16, 2011, http://articles.latimes.com/2011/nov/16/local/la-‐me-‐
11-‐15-‐jails-‐20111116 (describing the state’s “realignment” process under which state prisoners are being moved to county jails in
order to comply with a Supreme Court ordered prison population reduction). Even with the court-‐ordered reduction, though,
California’s prison population is at a historic high. JOSEPHM. HAYES, PUB. POLICY INST. OF CAL., CALIFORNIA’S CHANGING PRISON
POPULATION (2011), available at
http://www.ppic.org/content/pubs/jtf/JTF_PrisonsJTF.pdf (describing a 73% prison population increase between 1990 and 2005).
199. CALIFORNIA DEP’T OF FIN., GOVERNOR’S BUDGET SUMMARY—2012–2013, at 19, available at
http://www.ebudget.ca.gov/pdf/BudgetSummary/SummaryCharts.pdf (showing 7.8% of expenditures
going toward corrections and 7.1% going to higher education).
200. See, e.g., Maria L. La Ganga & Carla Rivera, Students Protest at Several California Universities, L.A. TIMES (Nov. 15, 2011),
http://articles.latimes.com/2011/nov/15/local/la-‐me-‐college-‐occupy-‐20111116 (describing college students’ protests regarding
tuition increases and education cuts); Anthony York & Nicholas Riccardi, Deeper Cuts to State Budget Expected, L.A. TIMES (Nov. 17,
2011), http://articles.latimes.com/2011/nov/17/local/la-‐me-‐state-‐budget-‐20111117 (describing parent and teacher protests in
response to education funding cuts).
201. GOVERNOR’S BUDGET HIGHLIGHTS, 2000-‐2001, CAL. DEPT. OF FINANCE, at 83, available at
http://www.dof.ca.gov/budget/historical/2000-‐01/documents/Highlights00-‐01.pdf (showing corrections expenditures as 5.8% of
total expenditures and higher education as 11.5%).
202. With any proposed clemency plan, there is the risk that a released inmate will commit another crime.

CONCLUSION:

In this Article I have discussed two of our nation’s most pressing criminal justice failings: the ongoing indigent defense
crisis and our overreliance on incarceration. I have further suggested that state actors can justify their robust use of
clemency today in response to these ongoing, systemic failures. By way of conclusion, I want to mention two caveats.
First, the fact that I have conceived of clemency in its error-‐correcting capacity in this Article does not mean that I view
this as clemency’s exclusive role. Even if we were to make effective representation available as a matter of course to
criminal defendants and even if we were to dramatically reduce our reliance on incarceration, clemency would still have
an important place in our system—just as it did in when our Constitution was drafted. Second, a revitalized and robust
clemency power at the state level cannot replace thoughtful, bipartisan legislative reforms designed to address these
criminal justice failings. States with truly broken indigent defense systems need to begin with the basics: a state-‐funded
system that is independent of political and judicial influence; workload limits that respect the demands of effective
representation; and resource parity between the defense and prosecutorial functions. Likewise, our current reliance on
incarceration requires systemic reforms such as expanded bail and parole opportunities; diversion and decriminalization;
and a renewed emphasis on rehabilitation so that offenders are prepared to re-‐enter society and avoid recidivism.
Unless and until state legislatures take up these measures, though, state actors are amply justified in using clemency
judiciously to correct errors that flow from these systemic failures.


